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Mal Hartland giving it some welly! Photo by Adrian  Hollier



Phew... What a year for the Lightnings, it's all happening
in our fleet. I must admit I was a bit worried a twelve
months ago, we'd had a great year in 2010, how were we
going to better that and would the current economic
climate limit activities, particularly travelling and open
attendances?

Well I needn't have worried, open attendances held up
remarkably well, interest and activities around the Class
continued to grow, more new boats were sold, (LN412
has been ordered) the second hand market has thrived
and our efforts with publicity and Yachts and Yachting
paid off with a couple of great articles and magazine
exposure. Overall I think I can confidently say we exceed-
ed the Committee's expectations in almost every respect.

And this is an appropriate point to say a big thank you
to the folks who make this all happen, our Class Commit-
tee:

Sue Thomas, Caroline Key, Rupert Whelan, Lee Bratley, Simon Styles, Paul White
and Chris Abela.

They have done an absolutely fantastic job this year, organising events, managing
the Class Association and promoting our activities. I'm sure you will all join me in saying
a big thank you for their time and efforts which is greatly appreciated.

John Claridge deserves a big thank you too. There can hardly be a more involved
and supportive builder out there. John sails almost every open event and continues to
develop the boat and support the Class.

Our new season is underway already, albeit we now have a little break in proceed-
ings until the first  events of the new year in March, not forgetting of course, the intention
once again to get a fleet out at the Bloody Mary in January.

The new season has got off to a flying start, with a super turnout for the Rum and
Mince Pie event at West Oxford SC in November. Twenty boats took to the water, in
somewhat still conditions (well actually there was barely a breath of wind) but nonethe-
less everyone had a really enjoyable day. Caroline did a little bit of research of other
open events held at WOSC this year and we had the biggest turnout of all, our nearest
rivals were the British Moths and the Supernovas who both managed to get sixteen
boats out.

The Rum and Mince Pie was followed by the now traditional Class 'Dinner' and
again twenty two people had a great night down the pub, discussing all things Lightning
and Sailing. No doubt there were a few sore heads the next morning!

Now in our closed season, we've got the new SR rig formally launched, a new and
very modern rudder blade designed and available to purchase, new boats delivered
and a new open schedule published ready for the new year. More on these later, but
they do show how much activity and interest we have in the Class. All of this will be on
the stand at the RYA Dinghy Show at Alexandra Palace on Sat 3 and Sun 4 March.

The new year promises to bring even more to the Lightning Class, we've some
great events in the new open schedule, more two day events to make best use of the
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travelling, a few new venues and for the first time we've linked with North Norfolk Week
for those that want an extended period  of sail.

I would like to close by saying thank you to all Class Association members, your
support and participation is much appreciated and essential to making the Class
Association work, I hope we're providing what you want.

Merry Christmas and have a happy and successful 2012.

Wayne Jenner

Editorial
As I write, I’m looking out on a perfect day for sailing
- light high cloud, wind waving the trees around -
shame that winter is upon us and that the
thermometer is reading just above freezing!

Still, for many of us, club sailing continues right
over the winter. If you can stay warm, it is a perfect
time to experiment with how you boat is put together.
Simon Hopkins has some great ideas to make
everything run smoothly as you sail, overleaf.

Another option, which Lee Bratley explores, is
making your winter sailing a little bit different, and
come back to Lightnings fresh in the Spring. He has
chosen to try 2 hulls, but a cheaper option is finding
a crewing job in a fast doublehander, or simply
swapping singlehanders with a club mate for a few
races. Anything to keep the interest up and the cold
at bay!

Copy date for the next issue, 31 March 2012

The Bloody Mary, Saturday 7 January 2012
The Bloody Mary Pursuit Race is the largest inland
dinghy race held in the UK. Open to all dinghy classes
with a PY number equal to or lower that the
International Topper, it takes the form of a Pursuit
Race with the slowest boat starting first and the faster
boats starting progressively later depending on a
handicap rating which is set by the Race Committee.
 This iconic event, which is in the Yachts and
Yachting hall of fame as one of the Top 5 events in the
world, draws competitors from all over the UK and the
Continent.

Several Lightnings took part in the 2011 Bloody
Mary, but a combination of traffic on the M25 and a
huge squall at the start of the race scuppered our
chances of a good showing. However, we plan to try
again this year! If you fancy taking part, visit the
Lightning forum at www.lightning368.org and join in
the discussion.Yes, the sky really was that dark! Rupert Whelan



Now I have to
confess that coming
from a development
class like the
National 12 I have a
fetish for pimping
boats. Nothing is too
much trouble if it
makes the boat go
that bit faster or
easier to sail. When I
got LN70 in 2010 just
before the Nationals
it was like going back

to the dark ages in many areas. Control lines 1:1 to the thwart for example! Moving on
to LN253 was slightly better; at least I had control lines I could adjust on the side decks.
Well I would have if the cleats had worked!

So I started to look at each area of the boat and how I could improve it. Within the
rules of course and these are my recommendations. Some are a bit extreme, but some
are so simple it is mad not to do them.
Mast

Not much to do here, but get rid of
that big old 15th century sailing ship
cleat on the main halyard. Fit a nice
small clam cleat, or of you are me, fit
two, that way you never get slippage.
Also replace the halyard with a nice
modern non stretch Kevlar rope and
the sail stays were it is meant to, at the
top of the mast.

If you are really ‘go fast’ consider
sealing between the collar and the
mast at deck level. You would be
amazed how much water gets into the
mast tube here. John winds foam
between the top and bottom collars on
the new masts to remove the space for water to collect. This can remove a considerable
weight of water you normally carry round with you.

Make a dedicated rope to attach the front of the sail to the mast. Take some 3mm
rope, make a loop, pass through sail cringle, put a bobble on and make it as tight as you
can round the mast. It will stretch tight but then will always be the same and you won’t
forget to fit it. Here‘s one I put together in the office as a picture speaks a thousand
words. I have seen webbing straps used for this with Velcro but had one snap once…

Pimp Your Lightning368
“Things you can do a Giles Lightning to make it go quicker”



Boom
Plenty of space for improvement here,

If you are centre main, shorten the
boom to just shy of the minimum
2.675mm (from back of mast) allowed in
the rules (I went from 2.88 to 2.7mm but
all booms seem to be different). This will
bring it into line with all the new boats. It
also removed about 1.5Kg of weight from
the end of the boom which can’t be a bad
thing. However you will then need to
remove the 2:1 at the end of the boom
and go 1:1 or you cannot get enough
outhaul on a really windy day. Replace it
with a 2:1 inside the boom. (Loop from
the front of the boom, through a pulley
that is tied directly to a rope that goes to
the outhaul and then bring this rope back
out the front round the pulley). You can
see this on the second set of photo’s.
Looks neater, removes windage and if
you get you lengths right brings the
weight of the blocks nearer the centre of
the boat. (Told you I could be sad at
times). I did it on the round boom as well.
A word of warning though if you have an
old Dacron sail this boom length will
probably be too short as these sails do
tend to stretch!

Personal thing but fit a piece of elastic
(I use 5mm for maximum twang)
between the outhaul clew hook and the
mainsheet anchors. When you go round
the windward mark you want the outhaul
to go off on its own and this is a sure way
to make I happen. In tandem with this for
the round boom I have also modified the
rope that goes around the boom to add
bobbles. This makes it slide better. See the picture for this to make sense. I added the
hook from the old boom so I could let the sail go when coming ashore.

If you have upgraded to a Mylar Sail and gone for the extra purchase on the
Downhaul you will have noticed a clash with the outhaul. The simple solution is to
move the exit for the outhaul back along the boom a bit. It also gives you the added
advantage of increasing the throw of the control line if you have the traditional 2:1 here
and this allows a bigger range of sail shape. There are a couple of ways of doing this.
On a plank boom I just moved the fitting from the front edge to about 8” further back.
John goes a lot further back but I am concerned this may act as a kicker and hook the



leach in light winds when I am
sailing with no kicker but a flat foot.
So the position is a personal thing.
On the newer booms John cuts a
slot in the boom for the exit of the
outhaul just in front of the kicker,
leads this to a pulley riveted on to
the boom and attached this to the
control lines. I have just done this to
ours and it works fine. Note the
bobbles. You only have the rope
jam in the pulley once then you fix
the problem. Note the rope knotted
at the front where the 2:1 is tied off.
Leave some adjustment until you
have had it on the boat and are sure
it is right!

Finally I have removed all the
knots from the system. Everything
is spliced or whipped as it looks so
much better!

PS, you do not have to spray the
boom red!
Mainsheet
On the mainsheet most boats have
two pulleys attached to the boom
(or one if you are a real man!). This
requires a lot of extra Mainsheet
that is not really necessary. I have

used a piece of 300m long dynema to tie the block(s) to the boom. This will remove
about 1m of rope (or more if you have two pulleys) from under your feet in the bottom
of the boat. Less to get your feet tangled in and saves weight. Also get a new mainsheet
that does not absorb water. We chose 7mm as the loads are not to great on the
Lightning, but this is personal preference. I have just ordered a tapered mainsheet for
Matt’s boat as he trashed the old one at the weekend. We shall see how this works.

Centre Jammers are personal thing but I hate them. With the angle of the decks they
can be a hindrance when trying to un-cleat when it is all going wrong. I have removed
ours and purchased a good quality Auto Ratchet block.
Controls
One of the best things you can do with a Lightning is to go for continuous control lines.
They won’t make you any quicker but don’t half make life easier. No more fiddling on
the run trying to re-adjust the lengths so you have something to pull on at the leeward
mark. I used 4mm Marlow Excel which is relatively easy to do, just ask Wayne!

Deck Blocks at the front by the mast will probably be the old large IYE one’s Mark
fitted as standard. I have replaced all these with the Allen Micro blocks John is fitting to
all the new boats. They tie on and collectively are about a quarter of the weight of the
old blocks as well as being so much better. I have had a few issues with the deck eyes
cutting the ropes but this has been solved by using 4mm 12 strand dynema and filing



the sharp edges off, though I
may have to change to forged
deck eyes if it continues.

A radical change I made
and not one for the faint
hearted was to change all the
cleats on the side decks to
the new Allen ones and get
rid of the old rubbish that was
on there. However this is not
simple as there is a moulded
block that they used to sit on
in the way. On older boats (up
to late 100’s) this block was
glued on and can be removed
with a heat gun. If you have a
later boat like ours they were moulded in. I took them off with a combination of Heat Gun,
Chisel and hacksaw. It was not pretty. The resulting hole I covered with a piece of Plastic
which is great for writing the course on. I would then recommend mounting the cleats
further forward if you have a POD as you will find yourself sitting a lot further forward. I
mounted ours to a distance John gave me for where the new boats are fitted.
Hull
Not much to do here except make sure you have a smooth bottom. Mark put plenty of
Gel coat on his boats so don’t be afraid to take the power sander (a good orbital one
mind) to the bottom and get rid of those scratches. Gel coat the deep ones first and finish
with 1200 Wet n Dry, then polish.

Gel coat over all the scrapes and dinks on the decks (when the boat is dry). This is
where the water gets in and makes your boat heavier. I have not tried this but a friend
put his Lark in his garage for 24 hours and left all the hatches and bungs out with a
hairdryer on full inside the tank. He reckons it took over 4 kilos of water out of the hull.
Glad I was not paying his electricity bill though.

Replace the slot gasket which has been discussed before. I put new ones on every
season. If you have an old boat consider the change I reported on doing to LN70. It did
look neat afterwards.
Take out your centre board at least once a season, dry it out and gel in those dinks and
scrapes. Finish it off with a nice bit of 1200 for a go fast finish. You should be doing your
rudder blade too but this is in sight so tends to get more attention. Centre boards are out
of sight out of mind.

Fit a POD they are so much better. If you say “but where will I sit in light winds” then
you are sitting too far back for the conditions…

If you boat is really old replace the old hub cap and fit a proper hath cover. Not only
do you then have a water tight buoyancy thank but you will save nearly a kilo in weight!
Then go out and practice because that is what really makes you quicker. All the above
is just in your mind apparently. However if everything in your boat works right that’s one
less thing to bother you in the race and you can concentrate on pointing it in the right
direction.

Simon Hopkins



I recently celebrated my 45th birthday( ...I know, hard to believe huh?, form an orderly
queue ladies!!) and, in keeping with a tradition going back to caveman days, I decided
to embark upon a short mid-life crisis.
 However, as I have never completed my CBT, a Ducati was out (and a 45 Year-old
'midlifer' puttering around on a 50cc Scooter just doesn't hold the same degree of
'emotional gravitas'). An Aston Martin? perhaps, but as I had to be back for a new
episode of 'L.A Ink' AND to change my boat’s course in the virtual V.O.R, maybe this
would be just little wasted on me? And then there was the towbar issue for getting 'All
the Gear' to Lightning events.

So what then? If not a Ducati or an Aston what could a lanky, balding, suburban
gent like me do to mark this momentous life-moment?
 In a similar way to Smarties, ‘Apollo Duck' had the answer… in the form of another
boat. However, not just any boat. No, not me… not content with being rubbish on one
hull, I decided that I would dedicate the Winter to becoming rubbish on TWO hull(s) and,
before I’d even actually seen the craft, I'd settled on a fantastic Dart 15 package that
was currently lying on a driveway in reasonably nearby Stoke-On-Trent.
 Now, I have sailed cats on holiday a few times and I DO actually hold an RYA Level
2 Multihull certificate, so therefore, alledgedly, have some modicum of skill with the way
of the catman, but that was always in someone else’s boat, with an instructor to hold
my hand. I can tell you now, it's whole lot different experience when you have your own!
 The boat is quite beautiful. A 1992 'Graffiti' model. Solid, no dings or even scratches
overly obvious. One careful family ownership since new… and now I've got it!
 Looked lovely even just sitting on the driveway as I went to collect it on my actual
birthday - perfect midlife timing.
 The first inkling that I got that things with this boat would be very different from 'All
the Gear' came when Emma & I hooked it up to the towbar.
 Oh my.
 Not only are the trailer and boat touching 18 or so feet in length (Boat is 15 Feet,
but the trailer towing arm extends somewhat!) but at 2.4 metres wide it dwarfed our
mighty towing machine.
 Emmas' Yaris.
 Ok, I'll admit, it was
a nervy trip.
Negotiating the city
streets before we
managed to reach the
expanse of the
A34/A51 where we
could breath a little
easier, but we did it
and arrived at Manor
Park to the shaking,
disbelieving head of
our ex-commodore
and sailing mentor
Dave Norris, who had

Welcome to the Dartside.



volunteered to help me with 'the first rig'
 After skewering myself on the spring of the trailer power lead cap (requiring a
screwdriver, delicate fingers and a reasonable amount of blood-stopping bits of cloth /
toilet roll, we got to the task in hand.
 Y'know what? It was so easy. Almost as quick as
a Lightning. I kid you not. With a routine in place, I
reckon Trailer-to-water could be possible in around 15
- 20 minutes.
 Rigged. Boat gleaming. Lovely coloured sails
glinting in the weak November sunshine. Friends
gathered for the 'Cat themed' launching party (Hello
Kitty napkins)… and no wind.
 Really.
 No wind.
 A lot like the Rum & Mince Pies. Only less wind.
 Still, i had to at least go for a float huh?
 Suffice to say that it wasn't a fast float. BUT, it did
move… and moved rather well given the lack of
breeze too.
 So we went to the pub to toast a(nother)
successful launch.
 It was my second sail that really opened my eyes
to how beastie this boat could be.… around 12mph wind, gusting 20 and with a crew
that's not far off the size of a small Polar Bear we had an absolute blast!
 Nought to 60 in a nanosecond, scaring fishermen as we approached them with me
still facing backwards post-tack (you tack in the Rear-sheeted method)… hull under the
water, windward one just lifting for a brief second… and wet. Wet beyond anything I’ve
sailed prior, apart from Dart 16s.
 Andy (my crew) insisted that because we're on a trampoline, "how on earth will we
get wet?" - doubting my comments regarding his lack of Wetsuit/Drysuit/Sailing kit.
Oh how I laughed.
 You see, the tramp is a net. Y'know, with small holes?… well Andy soon learned
that one as I powered us up about as far away from any dry land we can be at MPSC.
In about two seconds. Crikey this thing is fast! You genuinely feel acceleration as the
sail picks up.
 Through the tack fairly sedately, head down just a little, then whoosh! you're
pushed back and down into the tramp as the leeward hull firstly dips under before
popping back up… and you're off, in a ball of spray, razor sharp hulls piercing the water.
An awesome experience and I urge anyone that hasn't tried cat sailing to get out on
any form of Dart…15, 16, 18… just grab a ride at the first given chance, you'll love it!
 For sure, not the most practical boat for our water - and I'll still maintain that 'All the
Gear' is actually more fun on a good planing reach - but there's a lot of entertainment
to be had with this boat and that's precisely why I bought it.
 That and the ability for Emma & I to spend sunny summer days lounging on the
tramp, me in my Speedos, with Pimms stored in the halyard bag. Hey, who needs Saint
Tropez?
 Right, "Emma.....go grab that harness!" Lee Bratley



Lightning SR Rig
John Claridge has designed and
developed a new SR rig setup for the
Lightning. The SR rig is a little like the
Laser radial Rig, with a smaller sail area
and a specific mast, and has been 2 years
in development to ensure as good a
performance as possible from the smaller
sail area.
 The SR rig is available with new build
boats or as a retrofit to existing hulls. It is
ideally suited to lighter helms who
struggle with a full rig in heavier wind
conditions.
 Performance details are still to be
finalised and included in the Class Rules,
but initially there will be no performance
handicap (or benefit), using the rig will be
at the helms discretion. The same rig
must be used in any one event, but you
can change rig within the series. This is
the same as using a storm sail.

For more
information
either visit
www.lightning
368.org, or
contact John
Claridge,
who’s details
can be found
on his back
page ad.



New Style Rudder Blade
After a summer  of extensive testing, we are proud to announce the birth of a new shape
rudder blade for the Lightning 368. The new blade is slightly longer and narrower, with
a similar surface area, and has a nicer hydrodynamic shape, meaning it is less likely to
loose contact with the water during those scary moments when gybing or nose diving,
so possibly saving a cold water bath! In testing, no difference was found in speed round
the course, but the handling did feel a little more pleasant when manoeuvring.
 Most importantly for a boat-proud Lightning sailor, it looks great! Combined with a
snazzy new stock, you’d be the talk of the boat park! However, the blade is designed
to fit all existing stocks with a minimum of modification. You will need to measure to find
out if your stock is 19mm or 25mm wide, so the correct blade can be ordered. The
25mm stocks are usually make by IYE and have a round tiller. Older IYE stocks with a
flat black and white tiller are 19mm, as are new Claridge stocks.
 John Claridge is offering these blades to existing Lightning sailors at an
introductory price of £75 + P&P until 29 February 2012, after which they will cost £135
+ P&P. See back page advertisement for John’s contact details.

The picture below shows the new rudder and Claridge stock combo on the back of the
delightfully pink Lightning “All the Gear...”

For all the latest news, information and gossip, go to

www.lightning368.org
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